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QUESTION 1

An application is running on an Amazon EC2 instance that has an IAM role attached. The IAM role provides access to
an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) customer managed key and an Amazon S3 bucket. 

A security engineer discovers a potential vulnerability on the EC2 instance that could result in the compromise of the
sensitive data. Due to other critical operations, the security engineer cannot immediately shut down the EC2 instance for
vulnerability patching. 

What is the FASTEST way to prevent the sensitive data from being exposed? 

A. Download the data from the existing S3 bucket to a new EC2 instance. Then delete the data from the S3 bucket. Re-
encrypt the data with a client-based key. Upload the data to a new S3 bucket. 

B. Block access to the public range of S3 endpoint IP addresses by using a host-based firewall. Ensure that internet-
bound traffic from the affected EC2 instance is routed through the host-based firewall. 

C. Revoke the IAM role\\'s active session permissions. Update the S3 bucket policy to deny access to the IAM role.
Remove the IAM role from the EC2 instance profile. 

D. Disable the current key. Create a new KMS key that the IAM role does not have access to, and re-encrypt all the data
with the new key. Schedule the compromised key for deletion. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

During a manual review of system logs from an Amazon Linux EC2 instance, a Security Engineer noticed that there are
sudo commands that were never properly alerted or reported on the Amazon CloudWatch Logs agent 

Why were there no alerts on the sudo commands? 

A. There is a security group blocking outbound port 80 traffic that is preventing the agent from sending the logs 

B. The IAM instance profile on the EC2 instance was not properly configured to allow the CloudWatch Logs agent to
push the logs to CloudWatch 

C. CloudWatch Logs status is set to ON versus SECURE, which prevents it from pulling in OS security event logs 

D. The VPC requires that all traffic go through a proxy, and the CloudWatch Logs agent does not support a proxy
configuration. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are trying to use the AWS Systems Manager run command on a set of Instances. The run command on a set of
Instances. What can you do to diagnose the issue? Choose 2 answers from the options given 
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Please select: 

A. Ensure that the SSM agent is running on the target machine 

B. Check the /var/log/amazon/ssm/errors.log file 

C. Ensure the right AMI is used for the Instance 

D. Ensure the security groups allow outbound communication for the instance 

Correct Answer: AB 

The AWS Documentation mentions the following If you experience problems executing commands using Run
Command, there might be a problem with the SSM Agent. Use the following information to help you troubleshoot the
agent View Agent Logs The SSM Agent logs information in the following files. The information in these files can help
you troubleshoot problems. On Windows %PROGRAMDATA%\Amazon\SSM\Logs\amazon-ssm-agent.log
%PROGRAMDATA%\Amazon\SSM \Logs\error.log The default filename of the seelog is seelog-xml.template. If you
modify a seelog, you must rename the file to seelog.xml. On Linux /var/log/amazon/ssm/amazon-ssm-agentlog
/var/log/amazon/ssm/errors.log Option C is invalid because the right AMI has nothing to do with the issues. The agent
which is used to execute run commands can run on a variety of AMI\\'S Option D is invalid because security groups
does not come into the picture with the communication between the agent and the SSM service For more information on
troubleshooting AWS SSM, please visit the following URL: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-
manaeer/latest/userguide/troubleshootine-remote- commands.htmll The correct answers are: Ensure that the SSM
agent is running on the target machine. Check the /var/log/amazon/ssm/errors.log file 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer reported that AWS CloudTrail was disabled on their account. A security engineer investigated the account
and discovered the event was undetected by the current security solution. The security engineer must recommend a
solution that will detect future changes to the CloudTrail configuration and send alerts when changes occur. 

What should the security engineer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Use AWS Resource Access Manager (AWS RAM) to monitor the AWS CloudTrail configuration. Send notifications
using Amazon SNS. 

B. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to monitor Amazon GuardDuty findings.Send email notifications using
Amazon SNS. 

C. Update security contact details in AWS account settings for AWS Support to send alerts when suspicious activity is
detected. 

D. Use Amazon Inspector to automatically detect security issues. Send alerts using Amazon SNS. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ram/latest/userguide/ram-ug.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

The AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store is being used to store database passwords used by an AWS Lambda
function. Because this is sensitive data, the parameters are stored as type SecureString and protected by an AWS KMS
key that allows access through IAM. When the function executes, this parameter cannot be retrieved as the result of an
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access denied error. 

Which of the following actions will resolve the access denied error? 

A. Update the ssm.amazonaws.com principal in the KMS key policy to allow kms: Decrypt. 

B. Update the Lambda configuration to launch the function in a VPC. 

C. Add a policy to the role that the Lambda function uses, allowing kms: Decrypt for the KMS key. 

D. Add lambda.amazonaws.com as a trusted entity on the IAM role that the Lambda function uses. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/AuroraMySQL.Inte
grating.Authorizing.IAM.KMSCreatePolicy.html 
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